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Hot Paper

Mesoporous Ceria and Ceria-Praseodymia as High Surface
Area Supports for Pd-based Catalysts with Enhanced
Methane Oxidation Activity
Sabrina Ballauri,[a] Enrico Sartoretti,*[a] Micaela Castellino,[a] Marco Armandi,[a]

Marco Piumetti,[a] Debora Fino,[a] Nunzio Russo,[a] and Samir Bensaid*[a]

In recent years, Pd/CeO2 materials have proven to be effective
catalysts for the total oxidation of methane. In this work, three
different synthesis routes were used to prepare high specific
surface area supports, consisting of pure CeO2 and 10 at% Pr-
doped ceria (Ce90Pr10). Nano-structured spheres were obtained
with a microwave-assisted synthesis, dumbbell-like particles
were produced through a urea-based hydrothermal method,
and ordered mesoporous oxides were prepared by using SBA-
15 as hard-template. The six materials were then impregnated
with 2 wt% Pd, calcined at 500 °C, and comprehensively
characterized. All the samples retained their high surface area
after impregnation (75–110 m2g� 1), allowing a good dispersion

of palladium. No significant structural or morphological differ-
ences were observed upon Pr doping, but a higher Pd oxidation
state was induced by Pr-doped supports. However, all Pd/CeO2

and Pd/Ce90Pr10 catalysts exhibited similar activity for dry
methane oxidation below 500 °C, regardless of the synthesis
technique and of the Pr presence: they all achieved almost
complete CH4 oxidation at 400 °C, showing a really remarkable
improvement with respect to analogous low surface area
supports. A promoting role of Pr was instead noticed in wet
conditions, thanks to its ability to counteract water-induced
deactivation phenomena.

Introduction

The employment of less impacting energy sources has become
essential having regard to the serious climate and environ-
mental problems that the world is facing nowadays. As a direct
consequence, the use of cleaner fossil fuels (such as natural gas
and methane) turns out to be imperative to reduce the
emissions of pollutants into the atmosphere. Methane is indeed
characterized by a higher fuel efficiency and lower carbon
emission with respect to other heavy fossil fuels.[1,2] Despite
these favorable features, unburned methane emissions repre-
sent a critical issue looking at the higher Global Warming
Potential of CH4 with respect to that of CO2. Furthermore, the
atmospheric methane concentration is exponentially increasing
compared to pre-industrial levels.[3–5]

Currently, Pd-based catalysts are considered the best choice
for reducing the methane emissions through its complete
oxidation, considering their high activity at relatively low

temperature.[6–10] Although these materials have already been
extensively studied, further efforts are needed to limit the loss
of activity around 700–800 °C due to the PdO-Pd transition and
the detrimental effects of water.[11–14] In this context, the Pd
deposition on Ce� Pr supports has been investigated over the
past few years, obtaining materials with a higher catalytic
activity with respect to Pd/CeO2, a better stability of the PdO
species in the high temperature range, and an interesting
behavior in the presence of water.[15,16] However, these materials
were characterized by very low surface area values, while an
increase in this parameter can be expected to considerably
improve the catalytic performance of these catalysts.[17,18]

Hence, in this study the deposition of palladium species on
high-surface area Ce� Pr catalysts was performed. Mesoporous
CeO2 and Ce90Pr10 (with 10 at% Pr doping) supports were
prepared by using three different synthesis procedures (i. e.
synthesis in a microwave digestor, hydrothermal synthesis at
low temperature, and synthesis with the use of a hard template)
and then impregnated with a palladium solution. Throughout
this work, Pd/CeO2 and Pd/Ce90Pr10 catalysts were comprehen-
sively characterized by employing different techniques and
tested for the methane oxidation reaction in both dry (i. e. in
the absence of water) and wet (i. e. in the presence of water)
conditions. The long-term stability of these materials in the
presence of water was also investigated.
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Results and Discussion

Characterization of the powdered catalysts

Table 1 shows the main structural properties of the catalysts
along with their actual composition. The surface area of the
catalysts (SBET) is quite high and ranges from 76 to 84 m2g� 1 for
Ce� Pr spheres and dumbbells, while a greater value was
observed for the two catalysts obtained using SBA-15 as a hard
template. The latter materials were indeed characterized by a
BET surface area of around 110 m2g� 1 and such a result is in
line with samples obtained in the literature through a similar
synthesis technique.[19,20] Comparing Tables 1 and S1 shows that
the surface area values of bare supports and Pd-based materials
are very close to each other. Overall, a very slight reduction in
this parameter was observed after the palladium impregnation
and the second calcination at 500 °C. As to the catalysts
prepared without using any template (spheres and dumbbells),
both catalytic carriers and Pd-materials were distinguished by
isotherms with shapes akin to type II of IUPAC classification,
with type H3 hysteresis loop (Figures S1 and S2); the lower limit
of the desorption branch was identified at the cavitation-
inducted p/p0 equal to 0.4.[21] In fact, these materials are
characterized by an interparticle porosity, due to the self-
assembly of particles. On the other hand, samples obtained by
using SBA-15 as a hard template showed a type IV isotherm. In
these materials, the hysteresis loop closed at higher p/p0 value,
hence the capillary condensation occurs in a narrow range of
pressure corresponding to larger pore width. This fact is also
confirmed by the pore volume values (VP) presented in Table 1.
Indeed, the samples synthesized with hard template method
exhibited a significantly higher pore volume compared to the
other catalysts.

Figures S3 and 1 illustrate the X-ray diffraction patterns of
supports and Pd-containing materials, respectively. The pres-
ence of the (111), (200), (220), (311), (222), (400), (331) and (420)
peaks proves the presence of the typical cubic fluorite structure
of CeO2 catalysts.[22–24] Moreover, considering that no peak
splitting was observed within the patterns reported in Figure S3
and Figure 1, a solid solution between ceria and praseodymia
was formed in the Ce90Pr10 samples.[25] This result was
expected, considering the very close ionic radii of Ce4+/Ce3+

and Pr4+/Pr3+ ions (Ce4+ =0.97 Å, Ce3+ =1.143 Å, Pr4+ =0.96 Å,
Pr3+ =1.126 Å).[26] Looking at the diffractograms of Pd-impreg-

nated samples, displayed in Figure 1, peaks close to 33.8° and
40° were not observed. It means that neither PdO nor Pd are
present in large domains in the catalytic structure[27] and a good
dispersion of Pd was obtained.

The average crystallite size (DC) of supports and Pd-based
catalysts was evaluated by employing Scherrer’s equation and
the results are reported in Table 1 and S1. All the samples are
distinguished by rather small crystallites with dimensions
ranging from 7–7.3 nm for materials obtained by using SBA-15
as a hard template to 8.8–12.2 nm for materials obtained
without using any template (spheres and dumbbells). As
expected, samples characterized by a higher surface area
exhibited smaller crystallites. Some variations from this trend
may be related to the presence of a partial agglomeration
phenomenon.[15,28] The average crystallite size remained almost
unchanged by moving from the supports to the Pd-containing
materials. In some cases, this parameter showed a slight
increase due to the additional calcination treatment after the
impregnation.

Table 1. Structural properties and actual composition of Pd/Ce� Pr catalysts.

Sample SBET (m
2g� 1)[a] VP (cm

3g� 1) DC (nm)[b] Pd loading (wt%)[c] Ce-to-Pr ratio[c]

Pd/CeO2_S 79 0.03 12.1 1.7 –

Pd/Ce90Pr10_S 84 0.04 8.8 1.6 9.57

Pd/CeO2_D 76 0.05 12.2 1.5 –

Pd/Ce90Pr10_D 76 0.05 9.3 1.4 9.02

Pd/CeO2_HT 113 0.34 7.3 1.2 –

Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT 106 0.30 7.0 1.4 9.00

[a] Evaluated through the BET method. [b] Calculated by applying Scherrer’s equation. [c] Obtained through ICP analysis.

Figure 1. X-Ray diffraction patterns of Pd/CeO2 and Pd/Ce90Pr10 catalysts.
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The proper composition of the catalysts was checked by
inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) analy-
sis. According to Table 1, the percentage of palladium present
in the catalysts turned out to be lower than the nominal value
(2 wt%) for all the samples, ranging from 1.2 to 1.7 wt%. In
addition, the Ce-to-Pr ratio, evaluated for Ce90Pr10 samples,
complied well with the expected one.

The catalyst morphology was first studied through field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and the
obtained images are reported in Figure 2 and 3. Figure 2a and

Figure 2b show the FESEM micrographs of Pd/CeO2_S and Pd/
Ce90Pr10_S materials obtained without template reproducing
the synthesis procedure described in.[29] However, as opposed
to what is described in the reference paper, uniform spherical
particles with a confined distribution were not present in the
samples of this work. Indeed, larger spheres (1–3 μm) covered
by smaller spherical particles (100–300 nm) were noticed (as
shown in the lower-magnification image in Figure 3a). This
difference is acceptable and could be attributed to the different
experimental setups employed.

Figure 2c and Figure 2d exhibit the FESEM micrographs of
Pd/CeO2_D and Pd/Ce90Pr10_D catalysts prepared without any
template, following the procedure described in.[30] As per the
latter, in the Pd/CeO2_D sample, the presence of Ce3+ ions
(from Ce(NO3)3 ·6H2O) and urea in the synthesis solution leads
to the formation of well-defined particles with a dumbbell-like
shape. Throughout this work, it was possible to prove that this
peculiar structure can be also achieved in doped ceria systems,
in particular when adding 10 at% of praseodymium in the
lattice of CeO2. As a matter of fact, the dumbbell-like shape was
also detected for the Pd/Ce90Pr10_D sample, as evident from
the additional lower-magnification images provided in Figure 3.

Figure 2e and Figure 2f illustrate the FESEM micrographs of
the Pd/CeO2_HT and Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT samples synthesized by
using SBA-15 as a hard template and following the preparation
method described in.[31] Pd/CeO2_HT and Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT were
characterized by rather agglomerated particles, separated by
interparticle voids. The same morphology was detected for the
mesoporous ceria studied in,[32] proving the success of the
synthesis method.

Subsequently, the morphology of the samples was further
investigated through high resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM), and the related images are reported in
Figure 4. In the pure ceria catalysts (CeO2_S, CeO2_D and CeO2_
HT), lattice fringes typical of CeO2(220) and CeO2(111) domains
were observed (interplanar distance of 0.191–0.195 and 0.309–
0.318 nm, respectively).[33,34] As regards the praseodymium-
containing catalysts, it is quite tough to differentiate the
eventual presence of segregated ceria from segregated praseo-
dymia domains by using this technique. Nevertheless, consider-
ing the marked similarity between the crystalline structures of
cerium and praseodymium oxides,[35] as well as the absence of a
peak-splitting phenomenon in the XRD patterns, the lattice
lines observed in the Ce90Pr10 materials can be ascribed to
CeO2-PrOx mixed particles. Therefore, lattice fringes with
interplanar distances ranging from 0.305 to 0.311 nm were
assigned to CeO2-PrOx(111) domains.

As far as palladium is concerned, it is very difficult to spot
the presence of well-defined isolated noble metal particles on
the Ce� Pr supports due to the employed impregnation
technique (common incipient wetness impregnation). However,
some small crystalline domains related to Pd species were
detected in various areas of the materials. In more detail, lattice
fringes characterized by interplanar distance of 0.264–0.266 nm
were observed in all the Pd/Ce� Pr catalysts and assigned to the
presence of PdO(002) planes.[36]

Figure 2. FESEM images of Pd/CeO2_S (a), Pd/Ce90Pr10_S (b), Pd/CeO2_D (c),
Pd/Ce90Pr10_D (d), Pd/CeO2_HT (e), Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT (f).

Figure 3. Additional FESEM images at lower magnification of Pd/Ce90Pr10_S
(a), Pd/CeO2_D (b) and Pd/Ce90Pr10_D (c,d).
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Finally, high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission
electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) investigations and corre-
sponding energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) micro-
analysis were carried out on different regions of the catalysts. A
representative area for each sample can be found in Figure 5. It
is possible to note that cerium and praseodymium are
uniformly distributed over the entire investigated areas. In line
with XRD results, this means that segregated domains of cerium
oxide and praseodymium oxide are not present within the
samples and the formation of a CeO2-PrOx mixed phase
occurred.[37] This kind of analysis was of particular relevance to
examining the palladium distribution in the samples. In this
respect, similar results were obtained for the materials prepared
with the three synthesis methods. The noble metal was not
distributed in well-defined and regular particles with homoge-
nous size, segregated at the surface of the Ce� Pr oxide. It was
rather widely spread over the catalytic supports with some
irregular Pd-rich domains having an average size of 5–10 nm
(Figure 5).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed to
study the superficial oxidation state of cerium, praseodymium
and palladium of the different samples. The studied regions are

O 1s (Figure S4), Ce 3d (Figure S5), Pr 3d (Figure S6), and Pd 3d
(Figure 6).

Spectra in the O 1s core level are visible in Figure S4. The
latter were analyzed and the results coming from the
deconvolution process are described in Table S2. The spectra
were deconvoluted by using 3 or 4 peaks. The first contribution,
localized at ~529 eV, was linked to the presence of oxygen, like
the one in the crystalline framework (O2� ).[38] The second peak
at ~531 eV and the third peak at ~534 eV can be related to
either oxygen linked to Ce3+ ions or the presence of surface-
adsorbed oxygen species (i. e. OH� and/or CO3

2� groups).[33,39–41]

As to the latter, the distinction between the two contributions
is quite hard to detect due to the partial overlap of the two
peaks. Finally, the fourth contribution seen for Pd/Ce90Pr10_S
and Pd/Ce90Pr10_D was ascribed to weakly adsorbed surface
contaminations. Overall, the amount of oxygen like that of the
catalyst structure (~529 eV) decreased when praseodymium
was present in the materials, whereas the percentage of oxygen
linked to the presence of Ce3+ and/or surface-adsorbed species
(~534–531 eV) increased. In more detail, this change was quite
slight for ceria-based spheres (S samples) and ordered meso-
structures obtained with a hard template (HT samples), while a
more marked difference upon Pr doping was observed for ceria
dumbbells (D samples): indeed, lattice oxygen dropped from
59.3% in Pd/CeO2_D to 38.2% in Pd/Ce90Pr10_D.

Spectra in the Ce 3d core level are shown in Figure S5. The
deconvolution process was made through the use of 10 peaks

Figure 4. HRTEM images of Pd/CeO2_S (a), Pd/Ce90Pr10_S (b), Pd/CeO2_D (c),
Pd/Ce90Pr10_D (d), Pd/CeO2_HT (e) and Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT (f).

Figure 5. HAADF-STEM images and EDS maps of Pd/CeO2_S (a), Pd/
Ce90Pr10_S (b), Pd/CeO2_D (c), Pd/Ce90Pr10_D (d), Pd/CeO2_HT (e) and Pd/
Ce90Pr10_HT (f).
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(five for the 3d5/2 level and five for the 3d3/2 level). In particular,
the v0-u0 and the v’-u’ pairs were ascribed to the presence of
Ce3+ ions, while the v-u, v’’-u’’ and v’’’-u’’’ pairs were linked to
the presence of oxidized cerium ions (Ce4+).[24,34,42] Similarly,
spectra in the Pr 3d core level are reported in Figure S6 and the
deconvolution process was carried out with 5 peaks for the 3d5/

2 level and 5 peaks for the 3d3/2 level. The b0-a0 and the b’-a’
pairs lined to Pr3+ ions, while the b-a, b’’-a’’ and b’’’-a’’’ pairs to
Pr4+ ions.[43] On the whole, a mixture of oxidized and reduced
Ce and Pr ions is present at the catalytic surface. The results of
the deconvolution, in terms of abundance of Ce3+ and Pr3+

ions, are reported in Table 2. The amount of reduced Ce ions
decreased with the introduction of praseodymium and this
finding is in line with previous investigations on materials with
similar composition.[15,16,43] The amount of reduced Pr ions is
rather similar for the three Pd/Ce90Pr10 samples.

Spectra in the Pd 3d core level are presented in Figure 6.
The deconvolution process was performed by using 8 peaks
ascribed to (i) metallic Pd (Pd0) at ~335.7 and 340.5 eV, (ii) Pd2+

ions linked to the presence of PdO at ~337.4 and 342.7 eV, (iii)
PdOx species characterized by an intermediate oxidation state
between metallic Pd and Pd2+ ions at ~336.6 and 341.8 eV, and
(iv) highly oxidized Pd species (Pd(2+δ)+) at ~338.8 and
334.0 eV.[44–46] As evident from Table 2, the percentage of
reduced palladium species (Pd0 and PdOx) decreased with the

introduction of Pr in the ceria lattice. On the other hand, the
amount of more oxidized Pd compounds (Pd2+ and Pd(2+δ)+)
rose with the dopant addition. It means that, in line with the
previous studies,[15,16] the Pr introduction leads to the retention
of palladium in a more oxidized form.

Figure 7 illustrates the reduction profiles of Pd-based
catalysts between � 50 and 900 °C. All the materials were
characterized by a sharp peak centered around 10 °C that can
be ascribed to the reduction of crystalline PdO/PdOx species
(yellow bands in Figure 7). Assuming that most Pd species are
in the PdO form, their complete reduction would require a H2

consumption of about 9.40 mmol per gram of palladium in the
sample. However, the hydrogen consumption below 25 °C
turned out to be lower (between 0.72 and 1.87 mmol of H2 per
g of Pd, as reported in Table 3). Thus, not all palladium is
present in an isolate and crystalline form.[47,48] It stands to reason
that a fraction of palladium is strictly linked to the support and
consequently its reduction occurs at higher temperature.
Indeed, as evident in Figure 7, it is possible to observe a
substantial hydrogen consumption between 25 and 200 °C. The
presence of these peaks is expected from the literature and it is
commonly associated to the simultaneous reduction of palla-

Figure 6. Deconvoluted XPS spectra in the Pd 3d core level for Pd/CeO2_S and Pd/Ce90Pr10_S (a), Pd/CeO2_D and Pd/Ce90Pr10_D (b), Pd/CeO2_HT and Pd/
Ce90Pr10_HT (c). Colored bands refer to Pd2+ and Pd0 species.

Table 2. Atomic percentage of reduced Ce and Pr cations and palladium
species present at the catalyst surface.

Sample Ce3+ Pr3+ Pd0 PdOx Pd2+ Pd(2+δ)+

Pd/CeO2_S 25.5 – 7.1 29.6 50.0 13.2

Pd/Ce90Pr10_S 20.4 50.3 6.0 26.0 54.3 13.7

Pd/CeO2_D 25.0 – 7.4 32.5 47.5 12.7

Pd/Ce90Pr10_D 20.1 52.4 4.0 28.9 53.6 13.5

Pd/CeO2_HT 24.0 – 6.0 35.4 46.1 12.5

Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT 22.1 49.1 3.9 28.8 53.8 13.6

Table 3. Specific H2 uptake during temperature programmed reduction
analysis in the � 50–25 °C and 25–900 °C temperature ranges.

Sample H2 uptake
(from � 50 to 25 °C)

H2 uptake
(from 25 to
900 °C)

mmolH2gPd
� 1 mmolH2gCAT

� 1 mmolH2gCAT
� 1

Pd/CeO2_S 1.77 0.03 0.87

Pd/Ce90Pr10_S 1.87 0.03 1.00

Pd/CeO2_D 1.59 0.02 0.90

Pd/Ce90Pr10_D 1.75 0.02 1.05

Pd/CeO2_HT 0.72 0.01 0.92

Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT 0.85 0.01 0.94
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dium and ceria-based support.[49] Considering the low H2

consumption between � 50 and 25 °C in Table 3 and the
presence of intense peaks at 25–200 °C, this phenomenon
seemed to be emphasized in the samples obtained using SBA-
15 as a hard template. This means that a different synthesis
method and, therefore, a different morphology could partially
affect the palladium-support interactions. The negative peaks
observed for all the samples at approximately 60 °C (marked
with dashed lines in Figure 7) were ascribed to the decom-
position of β-hydride palladium species.[50,51]

A large peak between 200 and 700 °C was detected in the
reduction profiles in Figure 7 and it can be linked to the
reduction of CeO2 and Ce90Pr10 supports. In this regard, it is
worth pointing out that the reduction of pure cerium oxide
normally consists of two different peaks centered at 300–400

and 600–900 °C. The latter ones can be ascribed to the
reduction of surface and bulk cerium species, respectively. This
behavior is not present in this work and this fact is expected
from previous studies.[16,49] The reduction of cerium oxide can
be severely modified by the presence of palladium. Indeed, a
part of CeO2-based supports can be reduced in the 25–200 °C
temperature range when palladium is present.[49]

Finally, for all the three set of samples, the overall hydrogen
consumption of the Pd/Ce90Pr10 catalyst was slightly higher
than that of the corresponding Pd/CeO2 material. This fact is
expected as the substitution of Ce by Pr enhances the oxygen
storage capacity and the reducibility of the samples.[52]

Catalytic activity of the powdered catalysts

Figure 8 provides the methane conversion curves for the three
sets of samples (Pd/CeO2_S and Pd/Ce90Pr10_S in Figure 8a,
Pd/CeO2_D and Pd/Ce90Pr10_D in Figure 8b and Pd/CeO2_HT
and Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT in Figure 8c) in dry conditions, i. e. in the
absence of water in the incoming flow. In all three cases, Pd/
CeO2 performed roughly equal to Pd/Ce90Pr10 in the 100–
500 °C temperature range (see reaction rates in Table 4). Also,
the catalytic activity of all the catalysts appeared almost
identical (Figure S7), independently of the synthesis technique.

Overall, the activity of these new materials in the low
temperature range (100–500 °C) turned out to be remarkably
higher than that observed for analogous catalysts previously
synthesized,[15,16] with the same chemical composition but much
lower specific surface area (4–6 m2g� 1). For the sake of
comparison, the light-off curves of Pd/Ce� Pr_D materials and
those reported in[16] are displayed in Figure S8. This means that
a greater surface area and a lower calcination temperature led
to the obtainment of significantly more active catalysts. This
phenomenon did not allow to elucidate the advantages derived
from the introduction of praseodymium into the system.
However, the role of Pr-doping in the low temperature range
will become clearer in the CH4 oxidation tests performed in wet
conditions.

As far as the high temperature range is concerned (i. e. 500–
900 °C), the dopant addition turned out to be essential to limit
the typical loss of activity of Pd-based materials around 700–
800 °C.[11,16] In order to investigate this aspect, two of the high-
surface area materials of this work (Pd/CeO2_D e Pd/Ce90Pr10_

Figure 7. H2-TPR profiles for Pd/CeO2_S and Pd/Ce90Pr10_S (a), Pd/CeO2_D
and Pd/Ce90Pr10_D (b) and Pd/CeO2_HT and Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT (c) from � 50
to 900 °C.

Table 4. Methane oxidation reaction rates of the catalysts at 275 °C in dry
conditions and at 325 °C in wet conditions.

Sample Reaction Rates (μmolCH4gPd
� 1 s� 1)

Dry @ 275 °C Wet @ 325 °C

Pd/CeO2_S 27.4 9.4

Pd/Ce90Pr10_S 32.2 19.4

Pd/CeO2_D 24.7 7.9

Pd/Ce90Pr10_D 33.9 19.1

Pd/CeO2_HT 41.1 17.2

Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT 33.4 17.4
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D) were tested up to 900 °C. More specifically, one heating run
up to 500 °C was performed, followed by cooling and by
another heating ramp up to 900 °C (cycle 1 in Figure 9a and
cycle 2 in Figure 9b). Overall, the Pr role was confirmed by
carrying out these tests. Indeed, looking at the second cooling
run (dashed lines in Figure 9b), the loss of activity at about
700–750 °C was significantly reduced in the presence of Pr. In
compliance with previous studies,[15,16] this phenomenon is due
to the strong interactions between palladium and praseodymi-
um oxides. The latter, at a high enough temperature, can lead
to the formation of a PdO-PrOx mixed phase which has proved
to be stable up to 1200 °C.[53]

Finally, focusing on the cooling runs in Figure 9b, it is
possible to notice that their activity is markedly lower than that
of the heating runs reported in the same figure. This is due to
the fact that these materials were calcined at 500 °C, and thus
they are not appropriate for operating at higher temperatures.
In fact, heating these materials up to 900 °C led to a substantial

decrease in their surface area (data in Table S3). This kind of
tests was only performed to investigate and confirm the role of
praseodymium at high temperature. Considering that these
materials were calcined at 500 °C, it is clear that they can only
be used up to 500 °C in practical applications.

On the whole, in the low temperature range (100–500 °C)
the palladium deposition on ceria and ceria-praseodymia
samples with high surface area leads to the preparation of
materials with better activity compared to that obtained in
previous studies concerning similar catalysts with lower
SSA.[15,16] Furthermore, the role of praseodymium was confirmed
by carrying out a second heating cycle up to 900 °C. The
presence of a low percentage of dopant was indeed able to
provide thermal stability to the system by markedly reducing
the high-temperature loss of activity due to the PdO� Pd
transition.

Figure 10 reports the methane conversion curves in wet
conditions, i. e. when water is added to the inlet flow. As well
known, the presence of water plays a detrimental role for
palladium-based catalysts.[14,54,55] Indeed, water adsorbs on the
surface of PdO clusters with the formation of hydroxyl species
and their presence blocks the active sites necessary for methane
adsorption and activation. Comparing Figures 8 and 10, this
effect was confirmed also for the catalysts of the present study.
A loss in performance was observed by introducing water into
the system. However, considering Figure 10 and Table 4, it
appears that the presence of praseodymium played a beneficial
role for all the three systems. All the Pd/Ce90Pr10 samples
showed indeed higher activity than Pd/CeO2 samples in the
presence of H2O. This outcome strongly confirms the activity
trend observed in previous studies[15,16] and can be related to
the higher affinity of Pd/Ce90Pr10 with hydrocarbons than
water, reported in.[16]

Figures 8 and 10 illustrate the performance of the materials
for the CH4 oxidation reaction during the first heating run. It is
necessary, however, to investigate whether this activity level is
maintained for several hours during the reaction. In this regard,
the long-term stability of a pair of synthesized materials (Pd/

Figure 8. CH4 oxidation light-off curves for Pd/CeO2_S and Pd/Ce90Pr10_S (a), Pd/CeO2_D and Pd/Ce90Pr10_D (b), Pd/CeO2_HT and Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT (c) in dry
conditions. The first heating cycle is reported.

Figure 9. CH4 oxidation light-off curves for Pd/CeO2_D and Pd/Ce90Pr10_D
in dry conditions during the first heating run up to 500 °C (a) and during the
second heating run up to 900 °C (b). Solid lines refer to the heating runs
while dashed lines refer to the cooling runs.
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CeO2_HT and Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT) was studied by blocking the
first heating curve at 420 °C (temperature equivalent to 85%
conversion for Pd/CeO2_HT and 90% conversion for Pd/
Ce90Pr10_HT). Then, the samples were exposed to the reaction
mixture for 6 hours. As displayed in Figure 11, both materials
achieved good results during these stability tests and no loss of
performances was observed throughout the six hours inves-
tigated. Additionally, it is interesting to note that Pd/Ce90Pr10_
HT sample showed a significantly higher activity compared to
Pd/CeO2_HT. This finding strongly confirms the beneficial role
of Pr, especially during wet methane oxidation experiments.

Conclusions

In this work CeO2 and Ce90Pr10 supports with high surface area
were prepared with three different techniques (i. e. employing a
microwave device, with a hydrothermal synthesis and through
the use of SBA-15 as a hard template). Then, the catalytic
carriers were impregnated with palladium and calcined at
500 °C.

All the materials exhibited very similar features according to
the employed characterization techniques in the temperature
range between room temperature and 500 °C. Considering the
catalytic activity in dry conditions, these samples outperformed
previously studied materials having the same composition but a
lower surface area. Therefore, these results provide compelling
evidence of an increase in the performance of the Pd/Ce� Pr
system compared to previous studies. The role of praseodymi-
um in dry conditions was confirmed by lengthening the tests
up to 900 °C. Indeed, in the high-temperature range, the role of
the dopant was pivotal to significantly reducing the high-
temperature loss of activity of Pd-based catalysts. The impor-
tance of praseodymium was also revealed in the wet methane
conversion curves. As a matter of fact, all the Pd/Ce90Pr10
catalysts showed better performances in the presence of water.
Finally, although both Pd/CeO2 and Pd/Ce90Pr10 samples were
distinguished by great stability under reaction conditions
during the long-term experiments, the presence of Pr was
essential to maintain a higher conversion.

All in all, this study provides compelling evidence that the
introduction of 10% of Pr into the ceria lattice is beneficial for
both the low-temperature activity and the high-temperature
stability of supported Pd-based catalysts, clearly demonstrating
the advantages of using such mixed systems.

Figure 10. CH4 oxidation light-off curves for Pd/CeO2_S and Pd/Ce90Pr10_S (a), Pd/CeO2_D and Pd/Ce90Pr10_D (b), Pd/CeO2_HT and Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT (c) in
wet conditions. The first heating cycle is reported

Figure 11. Results of the long-term stability tests performed during methane
oxidation in wet conditions for Pd/CeO2_HT (a,b) and Pd/Ce90Pr10_HT (c,d).
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Experimental Section

Catalyst synthesis

High surface area CeO2 and Ce90Pr10 materials (Ce� Pr mixed oxide
with molar Ce-to-Pr ratio of 9) were synthesized according to three
different preparation methods adapted from procedures previously
reported in the literature.

CeO2 and Ce90Pr10 spheres (CeO2_S and Ce90Pr10_S samples):[29]

Ce(NO3)3 · 6H2O (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and Pr(NO3)3 · 6H2O
(99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in distilled water to obtain
a 0.1 M nitrate solution. 3.6 g of urea was added to obtain a urea-
to-final oxide molar ratio equal to 4. Then, the obtained solution
was treated in an Anton Paar Multiwave 5000 microwave digestion
apparatus at 120 °C for 1 h (ramp of 30 °Cmin� 1). Lastly, the
precipitated solid was washed and recovered through centrifuga-
tion (4500 rpm, 5 min), dried overnight at 50 °C and calcined at
500 °C for 2 h (ramp of 5 °Cmin� 1).

CeO2 and Ce90Pr10 dumbbells (CeO2_D and Ce90Pr10_D
samples):[30] Ce(NO3)3 · 6H2O (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and Pr-
(NO3)3 · 6H2O (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in distilled
water to obtain a 0.1 M nitrate solution. 1.8 g of urea was added to
obtain a urea-to-final oxide molar ratio equal to 2. The solution was
treated in a stainless-steel autoclave with an inner Teflon liner at
120 °C for 8 h. The obtained solid was washed and recovered by
centrifugation (4500 rpm, 5 min). After a drying process at 80 °C for
4 h, the oxides were calcined at 500 °C for 2 h (ramp of 5 °Cmin� 1).

CeO2 and Ce90Pr10 with hard template method (CeO2_HT and
Ce90Pr10_HT samples):[31] a total amount of 0.0175 mol of Ce-
(NO3)3 · 6H2O (99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and Pr(NO3)3 · 6H2O (99.99%,
Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in 25 mL of ethanol. 1 g of SBA-15
was added to 15 mL of the obtained solution and the system was
stirred for 1 h at RT. Then, the solvent was removed by evaporation
at 60 °C by using a heating plate. Once the solvent was removed,
the impregnation process was repeated to completely fill the pores
of the SBA-15 template. The obtained solid was calcined at 500 °C
for 2 h (ramp of 5 °Cmin� 1). The SBA-15 template was removed by
treating the solid with a NaOH solution (2 M) at 50 °C. The Ce� Pr
supports were then washed until they reached a pH equal to 7,
dried at 60 °C overnight and calcined at 500 °C for 2 h (ramp of
5 °Cmin� 1).

Pd was deposited on these supports through incipient wetness
impregnation. In particular, 1.5 g of each support was treated with
a Pd(NO3)2 solution and subsequently calcined at 500 °C for 1 h
(ramp of 5 °Cmin� 1) to obtain 2 wt% of Pd in the final oxide.

Catalyst characterization

The specific surface areas of the synthesized materials were
estimated via nitrogen physisorption at � 196 °C, performed in a
Micromeritics Tristar II 3020, by using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller
(BET) algorithm. Pore volume was measured in the last point of the
adsorption isotherm (p/p0=0.98). Prior to the analysis, the catalyst
powder underwent a cleaning pretreatment at 200 °C for 2 h in a
nitrogen stream.

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was conducted using a
Philips X’Pert PW3040 diffractometer. The patterns were collected
in a 2θ angle range from 20 to 80° by using Cu Kα radiation with a
wavelength of 1.5419 Å. The average crystallite dimension was
calculated with the Debye-Scherrer formula, assuming a shape
factor equal to 0.9 and correcting the instrumental peak broad-
ening using a lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) crystal as a standard
reference.

The chemical composition of the catalysts, in terms of Ce/Pr ratio
and Pd loading, was verified via inductively coupled plasma-mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) with a Thermo Scientific iCAP RQ ICP-MS.
The mixed oxides were dissolved in an aqueous solution of nitric
acid, hydrochloric acid, and hydrogen peroxide, performing a heat
treatment at 200 °C for 30 min.

Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) was per-
formed to investigate the catalyst morphology, using a Zeiss Merlin
microscope with a Gemini-II column. The solid powder was spread
on conductive carbon tape and coated with a 5-nm-thick Pt layer
through sputter deposition, to improve the quality of images.

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images
were obtained using a Thermo Scientific Talos F200X microscope
operating at 200 kV. The sample powder was deposited on a
copper grid by drop-casting a suspension of catalyst powder in 2-
propanol. With the same apparatus, elemental distribution was
observed by acquiring energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
maps in high-angle annular dark-field scanning-transmission elec-
tron microscopy mode (HAADF-STEM).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed to study the
surface chemistry of the catalysts and the oxidation states of Ce, Pr
and Pd. XPS measurements were performed in a PHI 5000 Versa
Probe instrument with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source
(1486.6 eV). High-resolution spectra were acquired using a band-
pass energy of 23.50 eV, a take-off angle of 45°, and an X-ray spot
diameter of 100.0 μm. Surface charging effects were compensated
by referencing the C 1s peak at 284.8 eV. Casa XPS software (version
2.3.16) was used for data analysis.

Temperature programmed reduction with hydrogen (H2-TPR) was
performed to investigate the catalyst reducibility, by employing an
Altamira Ami-300Lite instrument supplied with a thermal conduc-
tivity detector (TCD). The sample powder (50 mg) was placed in a
U-tube reactor with an internal thermocouple, and it was pre-
treated in O2 (30 mLmin� 1) at 300 °C for 30 min. The reactor was
then purged with pure He, cooled down to room temperature, and
inserted in a 2-propanol/liquid nitrogen bath to keep the temper-
ature around � 70 °C. Reduction was carried out in a 25 mLmin� 1

flow of 5 vol% H2 in Ar, heating the reactor with a 10 °Cmin� 1 ramp
from � 50 to 900 °C.

Catalytic activity tests

The catalytic activity towards methane oxidation was assessed by
performing experiments in a quartz U-tube reactor with a 4 mm
inner diameter, placed in a PID-controlled furnace. The catalytic
bed, containing 50 mg of catalyst powder mixed with 150 mg of
silicon carbide to avoid local hot spots, was supported on a quartz
wool bed. A thermocouple was inserted just above the powder
bed, to monitor the temperature within the reactor.

After a pretreatment in air flow at 100 °C for 30 min, a gaseous
mixture containing 0.3 vol% CH4 and 1.2 vol% O2 in N2 was sent to
the reactor. During tests in wet conditions, 5 vol% water was added
to the inlet stream, thanks to a Bronkhorst Controlled Evaporation
and Mixing (CEM) system. In any case, a total flow rate of
150 mLmin� 1 was used, corresponding to a gas hourly space
velocity (GHSV) between 60,000 and 80,000 h� 1, depending on the
bulk density of the catalyst. The concentrations of CH4, CO, CO2,
and O2 at the reactor outlet were monitored with an ABB AO2020
non-dispersive infrared analyzer and an Emerson XStream X2GP
paramagnetic analyzer.

During each test, the catalyst bed was heated up to 500 °C ad then
cooled down to 100 °C, with a 5 °Cmin� 1 rate. A second heating and
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cooling cycle, equal to the first one, was then carried out, verifying
that the catalyst performance remained unchanged after the first
cycle. Additional tests at higher temperatures were performed by
heating the reactor up to 900 °C during the second cycle. Finally,
the stability of the catalysts was assessed through long runs in wet
conditions, exposing the samples to the reaction mixture at 420 °C
for 6 h.
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High-surface-area materials consisting
of pure and Pr-doped ceria were syn-
thesized with different procedures
and employed as supports for Pd-
based catalysts. Thanks to their
peculiar textural properties and better
Pd dispersion, these mixed oxides

exhibited remarkably higher activity
towards methane oxidation with
respect to analogous samples with
low surface area. Pr-doping resulted
particularly beneficial in wet condi-
tions, reducing water-induced deacti-
vation effects.
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